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Hon. Richard E.

▪ 

 Russell 
United States Senaee 
Washington, D. C. 

• 

- January 3, 1957 

Dear Senator Ru

▪ 

 ssell: 
- -- -• 

Reference is made to the enclosed clipping which is, I believe, self-explanatory. In regard .thereto I would urge rather than attempting to learn more about Mr. Oswald's stay in the U.S.S.R. and his "dealings with a pro-Castro committee", that any future .inquiry 	directed.along more productive lines. Further, I suggest that any field investi-gation deemed necessary be conducted by an agency that has no private axe to grind. 

Mr. Oswald and his activities came under my scrutiny during 1962 and 1963. My inquiries, coupled with date furnished me by reliable sources, ascertained the following: 

Mr. Oswald had no significant connection-with the ?air -Play for Cuba Committee. He had no significant contact or relat- .ionshio with so-called pro-Castro elements, though he was led. tobelievehehadsuch.He maintained no significant SssoCiation'with•any.Markist:Oriented group or movement. . 	• He was not affiliated with a racist group or movement. He was not anragent or informant, in the generally accepted sense 'of the words, for%nyinvestigative, police, or intelligence agency, domestic or Coreign. He was involved in a conspiracy to murder the formed Chief Executive during the latter part :of September 1963. This conspiracy was neither Communist 
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inspired nor was it instigated by any foreign government or organization or individual representative of any foreign government. 

In the summer
% 
 6f 1963 I received instructions to initiate certain action against Mr. Oswald, who was the indispen-sable tool in the conspiracy, and thereafter depart the United States,legally. Although i did neither, I did, subsequent to obtaining a valid passport and prior to my arrest, dispatch a letter via registered mail, to the Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, advising in sufficient detail of the aforesaid conspiracy and the identi-ty of Mr. Oiwald 

After the tragedy at Dallas, when I became convinced that the F.S.I. was more concerned.  with keeping me in custody (and with cleaning its dirty linen) that it was in resol- ving facts which would have shed light on the assassination, I clammed up completely. Later, however, when I felt I was going to be railroaded into either a prison or a mental institution, I made every reasonable effort under the existing circumstances to testify before the Warren Commission. I even sent letters to the Chief, Secret Service DiVision and Mr. JAL. Rankin,Zthen- General Counsel for the CommisSiop. • 

For what little it is apparently worth now, my opinion is that the death od President Kennedy was indirectly, if not directly, resultant from a conspiracy and also due in great part to the stupidity or negligence of the F.B.I.;. that Mr. Oswald definitely was the only assassin; and that his
• 

own demise was not attributable to any conspiracy of which I was cognizant. 

Very truly, 
-...' 	• 
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Pmnit=n'i-arv, Leaver..:prth 

Ker.ses 

/s/ RICHARD C. NAGLL 
Register N. 63294-L 
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